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We study the relaxation time of product-type Markov chains approaching a
product distribution. We bound the approach to stationarity for such Markov
chains in terms of the mixing times of the component Markov chains. In cases
where the component mixing times differ considerably we propose an optimized
visiting scheme which makes such product-type Markov chains comparable to
Gibbs-type samplers. We conclude the paper by discussing the relaxation of
Metropolis-type samplers for separable energy functions.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Direct sampling from given distributions may be laborious even from a
finite population. One way to circumvent this is asymptotic sampling using
Markov chains (Markov Chain Monte Carlo). We shall study the
efficiency of this procedure on product structures. Suppose that we are
given d finite sets X1 , ..., Xd and corresponding distributions ?1 , ..., ?d . The
prototype of this setup is provided by d-dimensional grids on a given
domain in Rd with possibly direction dependent mesh size (adapted to a
function on the domain).
In this paper we study the relaxation time of product-type Markov
chains on X :=>dj=1 Xj which asymptotically approach 6 :=>
d
j=1 ?j . Of
course, this seriously restricts the applicability of the results obtained
below. Nevertheless we hope to point at properties required from the given
distribution such that asymptotic sampling without visiting most of the
states is possible.
Suppose we are given homogeneous Markov chains on the component
sets X1 , ..., Xd driven by transition matrices Pj , respectively. We first
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canonically extend each of the Markov chains Pj to the product by letting
for x=(!1 , ..., !d) and y=(’1 , ..., ’d) the extended chain be
P j (x, y) :={Pj (! j , ’j),0,
if !l=’l , l=1, ..., d, l{ j
otherwise.
(1)
Hence, the Markov chains P j accept transitions in the components Xj only,
whereas they remain unchanged during steps in different components. In
particular, P i P j=P j P i .
A product-type Markov chain is obtained from these components by
letting
P\ := :
d
j=1
\jP j , (2)
for a probability vector \ :=(\1 , ..., \d). Together with an initial distribu-
tion & on X we obtain a Markov chain on X with respective distribution
&Pn\ at the nth step. This corresponds to a mixture of the components. We
choose a component of the product space with a certain probability and
then we carry out a transition according to the Markov chain acting on
this component. So we may think of \ as a randomized visiting scheme
as the counterpart of the visiting scheme in the context of Gibbs-type
samplers, cf. Winkler (1995), where this is called a proposal or exploration
distribution.
The mixing properties of Markov chains will be quantified in terms of
variation distance
&P&Q&X :=max
A/X
|P(A)&Q(A)|=
1
2
:
x # X
|P(x)&Q(x)|
between probabilities on a finite set X.
Our approach is similar to Aldous (1983) and Aldous and Diaconis
(1987). If a Markov chain P has an invariant distribution 6 we denote by
dk(P) :=max+ on X &+Pk&6& the maximal distance of the distribution at
the kth step to the invariant distribution. It decreases in k.
Next we shall see that the sequence (dk(P)), after a certain threshold-
time decreases exponentially to 0. Indeed, the quantity dk(P) is closely
related to the contraction coefficient
\(P) := max
x, y # X
&$x P&$y P&, (3)
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studied, e.g., by Winkler (1995, Chap. 4.2). This is submultiplicative and
obeys
d1(P)\(P)2d1(P), (4)
see Lemma (4.5) in Aldous and Diaconis (1987), which implies
dl } k(P)(2dk(P)) l, for any k, l # N. In particular, if we denote by
K(P) :=min {k # N, dk(P) 12e= (5)
the mixing time of P, then
dl } K(P)(P)e&l, l # N. (6)
Below the threshold K(P) will be used as a natural measure of the time to
reach stationarity.
We shall investigate the following problems:
v What can we infer about the overall mixing time of a product-type
Markov chain when we know the mixing times of the components?
v Can we speed up mixing by a properly chosen visiting scheme?
This will be the subjects of Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
There is a body of recent literature on efficient sampling; we refer to
Diaconis and Saloff-Coste (1996) and Diaconis and Stroock (1991) for
state of the art. Diaconis and Saloff-Coste also find results on the mixing
of product Markov chains, see, e.g., Diaconis and Saloff-Coste (1996,
Sect. 2.5) employing the machinery of spectral gap estimates. A more direct
and elementary approach was adopted by the author in Mathe (1996),
which was restricted to groups endowed with the uniform distribution. In
the present paper these restrictions are dropped which sometimes requires
new arguments.
Many stochastic optimization procedures are based on Metropolis sam-
plers, specific Markov chains for sampling asymptotically from Boltzmann
distributions. We only mention Simulated Annealing, cf. Winkler (1995).
For this purpose it is important to obtain samples before visiting most of
the state space, since otherwise stochastic optimization cannot compete
with an exhaustive search of the state space. We will provide such an
instance in Section 5, when studying Metropolis sampling for separable
energy functions.
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2. AN AUXILIARY MARKOV CHAIN
Denote by ?j , j=1, ..., d, given distributions on Xj and consider the
Markov chains Qj , describing i.i.d. sampling on Xj , hence
Qj (!j , ’j) :=? j (’j), !j , ’j # Xj , j=1, ..., d,
with mixing times K(Qj)=1. Each transition matrix Qj is canonically
extended to Q j on X. The following observations are easily checked.
(1) The distribution of any 2-step transition Q 2j equals Q j .
(2) We have
Q i1 ...Q ik=6 whenever [i1 , ..., ik]=[1, ..., d]. (7)
Our goal is to study the mixing time of the product-type Markov chains
Q\ obtained from the component transitions Qj .
We first state some facts about multinomial distributions. Given a d-tuple
r =(r1 , ..., rd) of natural numbers with r1+ } } } +rd=k we denote by
( kr ) :=k!(r1! } } } rd !) and rmin :=minj=1, ..., d rj . For a probability vector
(\1 , ..., \d) we let Mk, \ denote the multinomial distribution on [0, ..., k]d,
given by
Mk, \((r1 , ..., rd))=\kr + ‘
d
j=1
\rjj , if r1+ } } } +rd=k.
For further details we refer to Johnson and Kotz (1969, Chap. 11.2).
Observe that the component distributions of Mk, \ are respective binomial
ones Bk, \j . The following lemma is probably well known.
Lemma 1. For any d, probability vector \, and k # N we have
1&e&
d
j=1(1&\j)
k
Mk, \(‘‘rmin=0’’) :
d
j=1
(1&\j)k. (8)
Proof. An upper bound is provided with
Mk, \(‘‘rmin=0’’) :
d
j=1
Mk, \(‘‘rj=0’’)= :
d
j=1
Bk, \j (0)= :
d
j=1
(1&\ j)k.
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A tight lower bound is obtained by using the inequality
Mk, \ \,
d
j=1
[‘‘rj>0’’]+ ‘
d
j=1
Mk, \([‘‘rj>0’’]),
due to Mallows (1968) which says that the multinomial distribution obeys
a strong (negative) correlation principle. Since each component is dis-
tributed binomially, this amounts to
Mk, \(‘‘rmin>0’’) ‘
d
j=1
(1&(1&\ j)k).
Applying the inequality of geometric-arithmetic mean we arrive at
Mk, \(‘‘rmin>0’’)\1&1d :
d
j=1
(1&\ j)k+
d
e&
d
j=1(1&\j)
k
,
from which the proof can be completed. K
Before turning to the main result in this section we include a technical
lemma, similar to Lemma (7.9) in Aldous and Diaconis (1987), valid on
arbitrary finite state spaces.
Lemma 2. Let P be a distribution on X which admits a decomposition
P=:P +(1&:) Q, with distributions P and Q, where 0<:<1. Then
P ([x, Q(x)=0])
&P&P &
1&:
1.
Proof. The second inequality is obvious. To prove the first one let
A :=[x, Q(x)=0]. On this set A we have P(x)=:P (x) and consequently
P(Ac)=1&:P (A). This implies
&P&P &=
1
2
:
x # X
|P(x)&P (x)|

1
2
:
x # A
(1&:) P (x)+
1
2
:
x # Ac
|P(x)&P (x)|

1
2
(1&:) P (A)+
1
2
P(Ac)&
1
2
P (Ac)(1&:) P (A).
This completes the proof. K
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The main estimate is stated in
Lemma 3. For any probability vector \ the quantity dk(Q\) can be
bounded by
‘
d
j=1 \1&
1
|Xj |+ Mk, \(‘‘rmin=0’’)dk(Q\)Mk, \(‘‘rmin=0’’). (10)
Proof. The estimate is obviously true for k and \ satisfying : :=
Mk, \(‘‘rmin>0’’)=1; see (7).
For :<1, choose in each component Xj a point !j with minimal prob-
ability ?j (!j) not greater than 1|Xj |. Let the resulting x :=(!1 , ..., !d)
determine the starting point.
Below, the symbol > in conjunction with transition matrices denotes
successive transition throughout. Since subsequent transitions commute we
have
$xQk\=$x \ :
d
j=1
\ j Q j+ \ :
d
j=1
\ j Q j+ } } } \ :
d
j=1
\j Q j+
k-fold
= :
r1+ } } } +rd=k
\kr + $x ‘
d
j=1
(\j Q j)rj
=:6+(1&:)
1
1&:
:
rmin=0
r1+ } } } rd =k
\kr + $x ‘
d
j=1
(\ j Q j)rj. (11)
Let Q denote the probability in the second summand above. Representa-
tion (11) allows us to apply Lemma 2. But, for y # >dj=1(Xj"[!j]) we have
Q( y)=0, since for i0 with ri0=0 the respective destination ’ i0 must equal
!i0 which is impossible by the choice of y. Furthermore, by our choice of
x we ensure
6([ y, Q( y)=0])6 \‘
d
j=1
(Xj"[!j])+ ‘
d
j=1 \1&
1
|X j |+ ,
which completes the proof of the lemma. K
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We conclude this section with
Proposition 1. If the spaces Xj are rich enough such that
>dj=1(1&1|Xj | )
4
5 , then for any visiting scheme \ the lower bound
K(Q\)d(0.5+log(d))
holds true.
Conversely, the specific visiting scheme \0=(1d, ..., 1d ) yields
K(Q\0)d(1+log(d)).
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1 and 3. We
only mention that the lower bound in (8) is maximized by letting \=\0 .
In this case the sum reduces to de-kd and yields with k=d(0.5+log(d )) the
estimate
1&e&
d
j=1(1&\j)
k
1&e&e
&12
,
from which the first assertion follows. On the other hand it is easy to see
that with kd(1+log(d )) the desired upper bound is obtained, completing
the proof of the proposition. K
3. MIXING WITH FIXED VISITING SCHEMES
In this section we bound the mixing time of product Markov chains in
terms of the component mixing times.
We need further notation. Given transition matrices P and Q on X let
d(P, Q) := max
+ on X
&+P&+Q& (=max
x # X
&$x P&$x Q&).
It is readily seen that this induces a metric between transition matrices and
that for any further transition R we have d(PR, QR)d(P, Q).
We also note that for any probabilities Pj and Qj on components X j of
the product X the corresponding extended probabilities obey &P j&Q j &X
=&Pj&Qj &Xj .
The basic step towards determining the mixing time is the following
Proposition 2. Let k1 and \ be fixed. Then
d(Pk\ , Q
k
\) :
d
j=1
e&k\j8+ :
d
j=1
dwk\j2x+1(Pj).
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Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3 we obtain for any initial
distribution + on X equality
+Pk\&+Q
k
\= :
r1+ } } } +rd=k
\kr + + \‘
d
j=1
(\P j)rj& ‘
d
j=1
(\jQ j)rj+ .
Taking into account that the transitions commute we infer
+ ‘
d
j=1
(\ jP j)rj&+ ‘
d
j=1
(\ jQ j)rj
= ‘
d
j=1
\rjj :
d
l=1 \+ ‘
l&1
j=1
P rjj + (P l&Q l) \ ‘
d
j=l+1
Q rjj +
(with obvious modifications for l=1 and l=d), which implies
d(Pk\ , Q
k
\) :
r1+ } } } +rd=k
\kr + ‘
d
j=1
\rjj :
d
l=1
d(P rll , Q
rl
l )
= :
d
l=1
:
k
rl=0
\krl+ \rll (1&\l)k&rl d(P rll , Q rll )
 :
d
l=1 \Bk, \l\ {0, ..., w
k\l
2
x=++ maxrl>wk\l2x drl (Pl)+
 :
d
j=1
e&k\l8+ :
d
j=1
dwk\l2x+1(Pl). (12)
To derive the first sum in (12) we used the well known bound
Bk, p\ {0, ..., \kp2 =+e&kp8,
which is a consequence of Okamoto’s result, see Johnson and Kotz (1969,
Chap. 3.8). K
We turn to the main result in this section.
Theorem 1. For any visiting scheme \ the mixing time K(P\) is bounded
by
K(P\)8 \ maxj=1, ..., d
K(Pj)
\ j + (1+w1+log(d )x).
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Proof. Since P\ and Q\ both share the same invariant distribution 6
we apply Proposition 2 and Lemma 3 to conclude
dk(P\)dk(Q\)+d(Pk\ , Q
k
\)
 :
d
l=1
e&k\l+ :
d
l=1
e&k\l8+ :
d
l=1
dwk\l2x+1(Pl). (14)
For k8(maxj=1, ..., d k(Pj)\j )(1+w1+log(8d )x) the first and second
sums above can be bounded by 18e each. It further can be deduced that
k\l 2(1+w1+log(8d)x) K(Pl), such that inequality (6) yields
dwk\l2x+1(Pl)
1
8de
,
from which the proof can be completed. K
4. OPTIMIZING THE VISITING SCHEME
Below we fit the visiting schemes to the mixing times of the components
in order to speed up mixing of the composite Markov chain P\ . This
section is a straightforward extension of the arguments provided by Mathe
(1996, Sect. 5).
Given Markov chains Pj with mixing times K(Pj) we let
} := :
d
j=1
K(Pj) and _j :=
K(Pj)
}
, j=1, ..., d.
We denote by H(_) :=&dj=1 _ j log(_j) the entropy of the probability
vector _. We prove
Theorem 2. The visiting scheme \ with components
\j :=
_j (3&log(_j))
H(_)+3
,
yields
inf
\
K(P\)K(P\ )w8}(H(_)+3)x+1.
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Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1, we arrive at an estimate
like in (14). With the choice of \ as above we have for any
kw8}(H(_)+3)x+1 also
k\j
k\ j
8
3&log(_j), j=1, ..., d,
and can bound the first two sums by e&3. To bound the third sum we
observe
\k\j2 +1
k\ j
2
4 w3&log(_j)x K(Pj),
such that estimate (6) yields
:
d
j=1
dwk\j2x+1(Pj) :
d
j=1
e&4(3&log(_j))+1e&11.
Thus the overall error can be bounded by 12e. K
The above result lacks an appropriate lower bound. As Lemma 3
suggests, some assumption on the richness of the components has to be
made.
The bound (15) in Theorem 2 is in fact tighter than the one in
Theorem 1, since H(_)log(d ) as well as }maxj=1, ..., d k(Pj)\ j . It is
surprising that the intuitively good choice of \j=_j , j=1, ..., d does not
lead to the same conclusion.
5. APPLICATION: METROPOLIS SAMPLING WITH
A SEPARABLE ENERGY FUNCTION
Within the above framework we study the relaxation of a specific
Metropolis-type sampler, with invariant distribution a Boltzmann distribu-
tion 6f , which is associated to an (energy) function f : X  R by
6f (x) :=
e& f (x)
y # X e
& f ( y), x # X.
We concentrate on product-type Markov chains. Of course, not every
Boltzmann distribution can be approximated by product-type Markov
chains, which points out serious limitations of the present approach.
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However, if it can thus be approximated, mixing is achieved typically
without visiting many states.
Metropolis-type Markov chains for approximate simulating of the
Boltzmann distribution are determined by an underlying Markov chain P ,
which is supposed to be symmetric. If we denote by r+ :=max[r, 0] the
positive part of a real number r, the compound transition matrix of the
Metropolis Markov chain for an energy function f on a space X can be
written as
Pf (x, y) :={
e&( f ( y)& f (x))
+P (x, y),
1& :
z # X"[x]
e&( f (z)& f (x))
+P (z, x),
if y{x
if y=x.
In particular Pf (x, x)P (x, x). Moreover, it is important that the
invariant distribution of this Markov chain is the Boltzmann distribution
6f , cf. Winkler (1995, Chap. 8.2). We shall concentrate on specific types of
energies on product spaces.
Definition 1. We call a function f : >dj=1 Xj  R separable if there
exist functions f1 , ..., fd , depending on the components only, such that
f (!1 , ..., !d)= :
d
j=1
fj (! j), (!1 , ..., !d) # X.
The following is readily checked:
v The compound Boltzmann distribution 6f is the product
6f=>dj=1 6fj .
v If in addition the neighborhood system, that is, the underlying
Markov chain, has product form P =1d dj=1 P j , then this is also true for
the compound Metropolis sampler Pf , i.e.,
Pf=
1
d
:
d
j=1
P fj .
Now, an application of Theorem 1 yields a constant C to bound the
mixing time K(Pf) by
K(Pf)C( max
j=1, ..., d
K(Pfj)) d log(d ), (16)
i.e., by the mixing times of the corresponding component Metropolis
samplers, based on underlying Markov chains Pj , which remain to be
bounded.
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To keep things simple we will continue our analysis under an additional
assumption.
Definition 2. Let 0<=<1. A Markov chain P on a space X is said to
satisfy an =-minorization condition, if
min
!, ’ # X
P(!, ’)
=
|X|
. (17)
The relevant result is
Proposition 3. The mixing time of the Metropolis-type sampler Pf
based on a symmetric Markov chain satisfying an =-minorization is bounded
by
K(Pf)
2e2max
=
,
where 2max :=max! # X f (!)&min! # X f (!).
Proof. The proof will be based on bounding the contraction coefficient
\1(Pf) from above. In view of (4) we obtain d l (Pf)(\1(Pf)) l, and it
suffices to determine l for which (\1(Pf)) l12e. Applying the well known
bound
\1(Pf)1&|X| min
!, ’ # X
Pf (!, ’),
see, e.g., Winkler (1995, Lemma 4.2.3), we obtain
\1(Pf)1&=e&2maxe&=e
&2max
.
The choice of l2e2max= finally provides \1(Pf) l12e. K
One can overcome the minorization assumption by using Poincare type
inequalities, cf. Diaconis and Saloff-Coste (1993, 1996) to obtain similar
estimates of the mixing time.
Applying the previous bound to the component Metropolis samplers Pfj ,
which are now supposed to be driven by Markov chains satisfying an
=-minorization, our estimate (16) transfers to
Proposition 4. If f : >dj=1 Xj  R is separable and the Metropolis sampler
is based on a symmetric Markov chain of product type with components
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satisfying an =-minorization condition, then there is a constant 0<C< for
which
K(Pf)C
e2f
=
d log(d),
with 2f :=maxj (max! # Xj f j (!)&min! # Xj f j (!)) being the maximal direc-
tional amplitude.
It is worth noting that this bound is independent of the cardinality of the
state space due to the minorization assumption. Best behavior from this
point of view is predicted by sampling directly from the uniform distri-
bution on each Xj , yielding ==1. This may contrast to the necessity of
having a local underlying chain for fast computation of the differences
fj (’)& fj (!), !, ’ # Xj .
One way to construct Markov chains satisfying a minorization is to
choose a (symmetric) local random walk and let this relax until an
appropriate minorization is achieved. The resulting compound Markov
chain will then serve as an underlying Markov chain for the Metropolis
sampler. This is justified by the following proposition, based on bounding
the separation distance and emerging from results of Aldous and Diaconis
(1987), especially Proposition 5.13.
Proposition 5. Let P be a symmetric transition function on a space
X with mixing time K(P) towards the invariant distribution U. The
Markov chain Pk satisfies an =-minorization condition whenever
k2K(P)(1+wlog(32(1&=)2)x).
In particular, if the component Markov chains are Pj :=P10K(P), such
that one Pj step is 10K(P) steps according to the nearest neighbor walk P,
then each Pj obeys a minorization condition with = 15.
Let us briefly discuss a Metropolis sampler on a grid Zdn for a separable
energy function based on component nearest neighbor walks. The mixing
time of such a nearest neighbor walk is known to be proportional to n22,
see Diaconis (1988, Chap. 3C). The above analysis yields that 50e2fn2 steps
suffice for the component Markov chains to approach stationarity. An
application of Propositions 4 and 5 implies a constant C, in our case
Cr500, for which Ce2fn2d log(d ) steps suffice to approach stationarity of
Pf . In conclusion, the portion r of states visited to the overall number nd
of states is bounded by rCe2fn2&dd log(d ), which is small for at least
moderate values of d and n, provided 2f was not too large, say
2f<<d log(n).
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Hence for separable functions on product spaces we can approximately
sample the Boltzmann distribution before visiting most states. This is a
remarkable feature, especially in high dimensions.
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